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DEAR READERS
Sadly, the music industry has just buried another favourite
son: former Linkin Park frontman Chester Bennington, the
man with the best “scream” in the business.
Bennington had a vocal technique mimicked by many but
equalled by few. It’s believed he killed himself just months
after his friend, singer Chris Cornell, took his own life.
The loss of these two great talents is a tragedy and a
wake-up call: we singers need to take care of our mental
health. We need to think about it and talk about it. Singers
pour their hearts out on stage and, through their writing, onto
the page; it’s imperative we find ways to nurture and replenish
ourselves.
It takes resilience to survive in such a competitive business, but you don’t have to do it alone. There are
many organisations, such as Help Musicians UK, who can help you if you need it. Please don’t suffer alone or
in silence.
Still on the subject of artist welfare, it was impossible to ignore the flurry of negative headlines after Adele
cancelled two Wembley gigs due to vocal issues. I feel for her. A sportsman doesn’t face widespread derision
when they sit out a match or withdraw from a tournament due to injury; the public understands that athletes
put their bodies on the line and occasionally experience injury. When a singer, especially one like power
vocalist Adele, admits her vocal folds are strained she is slated as being lazy or selfish. What's that about?
In many ways professional singers are like elite athletes; they rely on their bodies to deliver peak
performances under pressure. This is why I created iSing Magazine - I wanted to educate singers about their
voice and looking after it so they can reach their potential. My mission also includes creating greater public
awareness about just what it takes to deliver a top notch vocal performance night after night - and hopefully
foster a better understanding of the reasons why sometimes a singer has to pull out of a gig.
I'll be answering questions on Vocal Heath and Wellbeing in a free webinar on August 29th, if you have
any questions on this topic I'd love to help you. Click HERE to register.
Yours in singing,

Line
Hilton
Editorial Director
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The naked truth about singing
Five tips to help you sight-read
The Jazz Way

THE NAKED TRUTH
I

n case you hadn’t already noticed,
we love singing; it’s the reason why
we started our podcast, The Naked
Vocalist, dedicated to helping
people learn more about the human
voice.
We’ve had some amazing guests
on the show over 50 plus episodes,
who have been asked some thoughtprovoking questions. Not only is that
great for our listeners, it means we get
to learn lots along the way too.
Here are some of the useful nuggets
of information that our guests
have shared on the podcast. There’s
everything from confidence and
acoustics to nodules and creativity!

Let’s go…
Raising the chin
Use of the constrictor muscles,
of which there are three sets in
the throat, should be avoided in
most singing situations, where
possible. Lots of pop/rock singers
unnecessarily use the pharyngeal
constrictors when creating sound. In
healthy pop/rock singing, you can
find an optimal sound configuration
by allowing the larynx to rise instead.
Don’t make it rise or force it up. It
will rise on its own because of the

vocal quality you want. However, you
may need to raise the chin to give the
larynx room to do that, especially if
what you want to do is “belty”. Most
of the time though, the chin can be
straight forward. Saying that, you
have to keep your neck out of it, your
jaw has to be loose, your face has to
be alive and the muscles in the throat
need to be responsive. Jeanie LoVetri
(Episode 49)
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Ridding excess lung pressure
An effective way to help reduce
excess lung pressure in singing is to
breathe out fully in your warm up,
and try to get rid of held air in the
lungs (or in technical speak, the high
residual volume). Try this breathing
exercise in your next warm up:
Imagine a long, exhaling breath

onto cold glass when you want to
draw a picture with your finger. Now
do the same, but ensure the breath
exhalation is silent, slow and steady.
Over this gentle exhale, mouth
silently numbers from one to 10, over
and over again, until no more breath
remains. When there is absolutely
no more air left and your body has

flattened, allow a breath to come
in by relaxing. This exercise assists
in ridding the lungs of residual air
pressure.
Check you don’t tighten your
abs as you do it. There should be
no noise on the inhale afterwards.
The sensations are not to tighten or
squeeze the belly, but rather keep
exhaling and allow the body to
flatten. The abs are quite high up the
rib cage so if you tighten them, they
tighten around the lungs and ribs,
which is ineffective. It may feel like
more work to do this, but it is less
work for your voice in the long run.
Robin De Haas (Episode 35)
Do I have nodules?
It’s worth noting that a nodular voice
can be spotted from regular speech.
You cannot have nodules if your voice
is clear in all pitches. You don’t speak
on one pitch. However you do “dance
around” pitches in speech, which
would likely show nodule-like tone
production. If your speaking tone
is clear but your range is affected, it
could be acute swelling on the folds.
Dr Reena Gupta (Episode 24)
Should I train using a vocal
system?
There are benefits to the systems
of teaching from a “rule book” or
manual, perhaps early on when a
student may not be knowledgeable
about their voice and may require
some initial guidance. When
knowledge is developed, a student
needs to make their own choices in
moving forward to improve. If you
limit someone to only using certain
shapes or noises, it’s not singing…
it’s mathematics. It’s all about the
authenticity of the sound created. To
avoid losing the unique sound of a
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vocalist, start with their authenticity
and then make it safe. Occasionally,
the lack of knowledge and experience
from individuals advising singers
leads them to the wrong goal or
erases their signature sound. This
is especially true with commercial
artists. The teachers worry so much
about getting things wrong or hurting
someone’s voice, they almost make
the training “too safe”.
Dr Daniel Zangger Borch
(Episode 32)

effort during and after. Otherwise
translated as efficiency. Nailed it.
Steve Giles (Episode 42)

Why are high notes hard?
There is more vocal fold muscle
activation involved in reaching
higher pitches, so there’s more effort
involved. Also, in the higher pitches
there’s more interaction between the
sound wave and the vocal tract. The
reflections that happen inside the
throat and mouth can become very
powerful and energised, which can
help or hinder vocal function. As the
Why trapping energy singing
shape of the vocal tract affects how
into a straw is good for you
the sound wave is reflected, we can
The energy we’re talking about
use vowels to adjust the shape to help
is acoustic energy, which is an
us find the best reflections, and hence
oscillatory type of energy - air
particles vibrating. If we can trap this energy.
Vowel choices and the way we
energy by singing though a straw, we
say vowels need to change as we
can encourage more vibration of the
air particles in the vocal tract. As they ascend to keep our vocal tract shape
vibrate back and forth, they reinforce in harmony with the sound wave.
the vocal folds movement of
Classical singers typically “centralise”
opening and closing,
vowels towards a more neutral shape,
which means you like UH (as in mother), blending
every vowel with a shade of UH. This
expend
gives the classical singer the ability to
less
tap into more energy and balance on
higher notes easier. Dr Ingo Titze
(Episode 20)
Mental block on that song?
Neural pathways (bundles of
neurons that link one part of the
nervous system with another) form
whenever we do anything new,
and strengthen the more we do
something. In terms of fear, whenever
we first feel fear about a certain
something it creates a neural pathway
in the brain. Over time, this pathway
can become strengthened and
ingrained as fear is felt. In the case of
singers, this is how irrational stage
fright can begin.

As part of the process in someone’s
thoughts, the norm is to begin to
fixate on the negative outcome;
essentially imagining the worst
outcome. But it’s important to
start imagining what you DO want
to happen with mental practice.
That way, you’ll reinforce the good
outcomes and you won’t be afraid.
Chip Jenkins (Episode 18)
Why lowering the larynx isn’t
always the way to eliminate
strain
A raising larynx is one symptom
of strain, yes. Only it comes with
lots of excess throat tension and
constriction. It’s also a very much
needed function for singing rock and
pop, tuning to helpful resonance and
for increasing range. In this scenario
is comes with reduced tension and
flexibility.
If we’ve had the advice to lower
our larynx if it pulls upwards in
the passaggio, we may be stifling
this important function. If we stifle
any important vocal function, we
tend to strain as our voice becomes
unsupported. Guess what? The larynx
will start to strain upwards as a
result. We may attempt combat that
strain with more larynx lowering,
but then we’re stuffed. Sometimes,
by allowing the larynx to freely rise
in the first place we can avoid the
strain altogether. Chris Johnson
(Episode 43)
Creativity
Systems can kill creativity. The
more regimented and routine you are,
the less likely you are to be creative.
Chaos equals creativity. Yet the more
chaotic you are, the less likely you
are to ultimately create what you
envision. You need to strike a balance
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between having systems in place each
day to get things done, but also leave
room for chaos so that new ideas can
penetrate through.
If we don’t use enough air to sing,
and we’re often really quiet, there’s
a chance that your voice will feel
quite strangled when you go to the
top of the range. This will probably
be coupled with going drastically
flat. This is because at the top of the
range the vocal folds are much stiffer
than in the bottom. This means they
may require just a little bit more
lung pressure to sound consistent
and free. Because of this fact we can’t
be backing away from the extreme
notes just because they might be a bit
louder. Dave Stroud (Episode 3)

benefit to sustainable singing and
vocal fold function from increased
resonance. The extrinsic muscles can
lift and lower the larynx and change
the shape of the spaces above the
vocal folds. This makes them fairly
crucial in shaping the vocal tract,
capturing resonance and shaping
tone, so to say that no external muscle
activity should be used is incorrect.
We want them to be flexible and
well managed without excessive
levels of tension, but not disengaged.
That would be a very boring sound!
Instead, if we use higher levels of
external muscle activity to shape our
sound (to scream, for example) then
that’s not a problem as long as we can
return back to normal afterwards. We
also don’t want those external muscles
I shouldn’t feel any external
to inhibit vocal fold function, like
muscles engage when I sing…
pitch raising, either.” Karin Titzeshould I?
Cox (Episode 45)
The larynx and its interaction with
We hope you enjoyed that little
the vocal tract is a big area in singing. run of vocal nerdery. It’s just a taste of
Larynx positioning can shape our
some of topics we cover on the show.
instrument in ways that increase
Join us at www.thenakedvocalist.com
resonance and acoustic power, and
for the full complement of episodes
modern research has seen an amazing and blogs. They’ll blow your mind.

THE NAKED VOCALIST

VOCAL
NERDS
WEBINAR

The Naked
Truth About
Singing
Q&A
CLICK HERE
TO WATCH

VOCAL NERDS IS SPONSORED
BY THE NAKED VOCALIST

C

hris Johnson and Steve Giles are both experienced vocal
coaches working in Southampton and London. They are
with the Vocology In Practice teacher network and specialise
in training clients in advanced vocal technique, style and
improvisation. They are co-founders and presenters of the
popular iTunes singer’s interest podcast The Naked Vocalist.
As well as coaching and podcasting they are also in-demand
performers and manage their own successful soul acts.

thenakedvocalist.com
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TIPS

TO H E L P YOU
SIGH T - R E A D

W

e’ve all heard the
jokes about sending
the singers into
battle first, followed
by the musicians. The incendiary
implication is two-fold: first, singers
are not musicians. Second, singers are
more easily replaced than musicians.
The grain of truth that causes these
jokes to ring true is the fact that
many singers read music at an
elementary level, especially compared
to the reading chops of serious
instrumentalists. Well, it’s time to
change all that.
Get ready to become a sightreading ninja. I won’t lie, this will take
a considerable amount of practice
but, once you start to gain fluency,
the reward is immense and will save
you lots of time in the long run. I
cannot fully describe the satisfaction
that comes from fluently reading
music, bringing printed music to life
instantaneously.

THE FUNDAMENTALS
Here are my five tips to get you on
the road to sight-reading:
1. Learn how to count
Rhythm is listed first for a good
reason: this is music at its most
fundamental level. It’s also the most
common weakness among singers.
Try this: feel the biggest pulse and
the smallest pulse simultaneously.
You can do this by tapping your foot
on the big pulse while tapping or
clapping the smallest pulse.
Take this dotted rhythm as an
example:

Now try stomping your foot on
each big pulse (quarter notes) as
notated below. The third pulse is
particularly helpful.

Now look at this syncopated
rhythm:

This becomes infinitely easier
to execute if we superimpose the
smallest pulse (in this case, 16th
notes). Try tapping the smallest pulse
while speaking the rhythm below.
Notice the five times that you’ll tap
the pulse without speaking it and
make sure to keep the tapping regular
throughout.
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Once you
start to gain
fluency, the
reward is
immense

what you’re seeing.
Experiment with how far ahead
you can manage. The further ahead
you look, the more processing
time you will have. A safe driver is
constantly looking ahead so they’ll
have time to react. Pro singers read
ahead. In this way, they see challenges
early enough to successfully navigate
even the most difficult music.

hearing. It’s possible for the brain to
find the pitch before audibly singing
it. Try sitting at the piano with a
piece of music. Hear the note, sing the
note, and finally play the note. This
gives you a chance to find the pitch
with your brain, then find it with your
voice, then verify your accuracy with
the piano.		

5. Make music
3. Use theory
This may seem obvious, but often
When we learn to read words,
it isn’t. Sight-reading is much more
we quickly begin to group letters
than correct notes and rhythms. A
2. Look Ahead
together. Nobody can read fluently
pro sight-singer will connect with the
Before you begin, scan the music
if they’re thinking of C-A-T as three
feeling behind the song. This is what
for two things: those that help, and
separate entities. However, we all too really gives the sense that the piece
those that hurt. Helpful things include often read music in this fashion – one is internalised, even on the first
note at a time. By using theory, we
reading.
repeated passages and recognisable
can recognise chords, scales and
Here are some useful books to help
melodies. Hurtful things include big
chord progressions. This is a critical
you learn more about sight-reading.
leaps, page turns and key changes.
Studying Rhythm, by Anne
By identifying these before you begin component to becoming fluent as a
singing, you’ll know where trouble is musician. Many melodies are simply Carothers Hall
broken chords or scales, so try to
Folk Song Sight-Singing Series, by
likely to crop up and, hopefully, how
back up far enough to see the bigger
Edgar Crowe
to avoid it.
patterns rather than each individual
Or try this great iPhone/iPad app:
When you actually sing the piece,
note.
Read Ahead Music Theory Pro (yes
force your eyes to get ahead of your
I did create it but I do think this is the
voice. In other words, don’t look at the
best app out there for theory and ear
note you’re currently singing. Looking 4. Hear it before you sing it
ahead will give you time to interpret
Audiation is the act of internal
training).

DR JOEL CLIFFT

D

r Clifft is Director of Keyboard Studies at Azusa Pacific University,
where he teaches piano, music theory, accompanying and ear
training courses. He has extensive international performance
experience, appearing in 13 countries. In addition to his performances
in the classical genre, Dr Clifft frequently performs in musical
theatre, ballet, sacred music, jazz and popular music and works as
a studio vocalist, performing for clients such as Universal Pictures,
The Paramount Group and Dreamworks. As a software developer, he
created the Music Theory Pro iPhone app. MTP teaches music theory
and ear training using cutting-edge technology. To date, the app has
received more than 130,000 downloads from over 100 countries. A
complementary app, Music Theory Professor, was recently release.

facebook.com/joel.clifft
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The Jazz

A

nita Wardell is one of the
most experienced and
knowledgeable jazz singers
performing today. A true
“jazz artist”, she has immersed herself
in the style and nuances of the genre,
and focused on a niche aspect of
jazz singing: the art of improvising
wordless syllables, aka scat, and
fast vocaleses. She spoke to LINE
HILTON about jazz as a vocal style.
iSing: How do you define jazz?
ANITA WARDELL: In its
pure sense it comes
from the blues;
it’s Afro

American. These days
it’s fused with many
styles and nobody sings
with that purist tone. It
has an element of swing,
triplet based rhythms,
harmony and melodicism;
there’s improvisation and a
history of the music that’s
gone before us.

THE FUNDAMENTALS

BUT NOT FOR ME - ANITA WARDELL

iSing: What are the components of
jazz singing?
AW: You need to be honest,
authentic and have passion in the
belly.
You need good time, as in being
able to sing in time with the band or
music, and good feel, which is linked
to good time but also utilises things
like portamento, sound knowledge of
using the 2 and 4 of the bar, off beats,
syncopation and melodicism. It’s also
important to be able to improvise
and tell the story while still making
musical sense.

manner, influenced by
what went before by the
likes of Louis, Ella and
Sarah.
Improvisation is also
a key element; you can
start improvising from
the very first verse if
you want and fuse
together different
styles. There’s a certain
amount of freedom
in jazz that can’t
be found in other
genres. If you have a
complete knowledge
and understanding
iSing: How do jazz vocals differ
of the jazz idiom and
from other vocal styles?
you choose not to
AW: These days it’s hard to
distinguish jazz by voice type alone. sing in that style,
then it’s an artistic
In the old days you could say to a
singer, “that isn’t a jazz tone” or “your choice.
vowel sounds aren’t right for jazz”;
but now everyone is influenced by
iSing: What
some kind of fusion or style.
are the vocal
Often new students will think
requirements to
because someone is singing a jazz
sing jazz?
song that they’re singing jazz. I have AW: You
to point out that they’re not singing
need good
in a “jazz way” and then explain what technique,
that means - singing in an informed flexibility,
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range, ease and the ability to get
through the registers without
glitches. Technically you need to
work your voice as a classical or
musical theatre singer does. You
can work your way around and
manipulate things, but I like to
sing fast, as do many jazz singers,
so agility is important, as is pitch
accuracy.
I came into this trying to work
around my limitations, but at the end
of the day it became a bug bear and I
had to sort my technique out. Now I
advise singers to sort their technique
out first so they don’t have to go
through what I did.

ANITA WARDEL
L PERFORMING

VOCAL STYLE
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There are
so many
amazing jazz
singers in the
world who
don’t scat.
They find
other ways
to express
themselves.

FOUR - LAMBERT, HENDRICKS AND ROSS

improvise. You don’t want to just go
willy nilly over the chord changes;
you should know where the musical
cadences are in the tune so you
can lead towards the next chord
and move through the changes so
that you are leading somewhere
harmonically. That to me is a sign of
a good improviser.
You also need good ears, time,
pitch, phrasing, spontaneity and
melodicism.

Kurt Elling, Kate McGarry, Norma
Winstone and Christine Tobin.

iSing: What is the next step for a
singer who wants to get started in
developing a jazz vocal style?
AW: Do a course with other people
so you don’t feel singled out.
iSing: Do you have to wordlessly
This way you can get the overall
improvise (scat) to sing jazz?
experience and start learning the
AW: No. To me Frank Sinatra and
elements required for jazz singing.
Tony Bennett are among the greatest
You need to learn lots of jazz
jazz singers that ever lived; neither
repertoire and transcribe. Listen and
ever scat a note. But if you listen to
iSing: Who should aspiring jazz
copy first. If you find you really like
them they are improvising in the way singers be listening to?
jazz, work with a great jazz vocal
they phrase the tune.
AW: Louis Armstrong for space;
teacher to hone the details and get
Billie Holiday for phrasing and back more resources.
iSing: What is vocalese?
phrasing; and Sarah Vaughan for
Start to build a practice routine so
AW: The art of writing lyrics to a
vocal technique whilst still sounding you can fit in all the things you need
given solo by an instrumentalist
jazzy. Listen to Ella Fitzgerald if you to be working on. When you become
or scat singer. It’s a wonderful art
want fun, passion in the belly and
a jazz singer you are really becoming
form pioneered by people such as
fast scat singing and Sheila Jordan for a musician - this is a key difference
Eddie Jefferson, King Pleasure, Jon
playfulness and depth of storytelling. to other genres. You not just singing
the song, you are really getting inside
Hendricks, Dave Lambert and Annie For fast word singing and good
Ross.
rhythmic ideas, there is Anita O’Day; the song by understanding harmony,
rhythm and melody.
for storytelling and taking you on
With good ears you can start
iSing: What are the musical
an amazing journey listen to Mark
improvising organically, without
qualities required?
Murphy. For the best scatting ever
understanding the complex harmony.
AW: You need a good knowledge
listen to Jon Hendricks.
Listen to loads of instrumental
of harmony - on the same level as
Current jazz singers I listen to
jazz; it will help you understand the
an instrumentalist - if you want to
include Cecile McLorin Salvant,
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London
London Summer
Summer
Course
Course 2017
2017

feel, the groove, the harmony and
the communication that happens
between all the band members.
Learn lots of solos, instrumental and
vocal.
iSing: What is the most common
misconception about singing jazz?
AW: That you have to scat. There are
so many amazing jazz singers in the
world who don’t scat. They find other
ways to express themselves that are
moving, musical and exciting. People
also think you need a lot of theory
to sing jazz, but to start out with you
don’t.
To find out more about Anita
Wardell’s brilliant career check out
Issue 11.

Join Anita Wardell and Trudy Kerr on an inspiring fiveday jazz singing course. It is held in in association with the
London Centre of Contemporary Music.

DATE
31 July to 4 August.
TIME
10am to 5.30pm each day.
EVENING EVENTS
There will be a student concert on the last day.
VENUE
LCCM, 50-52 Union Street, London SE1 1TD

GET SOCIAL

FEES
£425 for the full five-day course

with ANITA

www.jazzsingingschool.com

LINE HILTON

L

ine helps pro and semipro singers, artists and voice
teachers with their voice, performance, mindset and
training. Her speciality areas include Performing Arts
Medicine, anatomy, health, technique and mindset. She
pulls on a wide range of qualifications, experiences and
interests to assist her clients to build and develop the
knowledge and skills they require for their craft. She is
the founder of iSing magazine, an advisor to Vocology In
Practice, a voice teacher network and a BAST singing
teacher trainer.
linehilton.com
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Why working singers should work out

MY WORLDe
Randolph Matthews is a true
solo artist. Using just his voice
and a trusty loop station he
takes audiences on a thrilling
musical journey. He spoke to
KIMBERLEY CARTLIDGE.

I

first met Randolph Matthews
four years ago. He walked up
with his well-worn suitcase
in hand, set up his loop
station and began to sing.
From that moment on
I was mesmerised.
Matthews has the
ability to create
a cacophony of
sounds and layer
them is unlike any
other vocalist;
watching him
excited me as a
singer.
He is a master of
vocal improvisation
and performs his
jazz inspired music

s
a
c
t
i
u
s
a
in

accompanied only by his looped
voice. He’s often compared to the
great Bobby McFerrin and it's easy
to see why; both share an innate
vocal finesse.
Over the past two decades
London-based Matthews never seen on stage without
his trademark fedora and
battered suitcase - has built an
international following. He has
collaborated with artists from the
jazz and contemporary music
worlds including Herbie
Hancock, Grace Jones,
will.i.am, Beverley Knight,
Seun Kuti and Angelique
Kidjo.
iSing: Firstly, can you tell
me about your suitcase? I
know you take it with you
everywhere.
RANDOLPH
MATTHEWS: The
suitcase is Randolph’s
world. I take what’s in
my world in this suitcase:

COVER

SINGING CAREERS
my past, my present and my future
thoughts and aspirations. In terms
of the past, well this is my mum and
dad’s suitcase and it reminds me of
the journeys that they took. Present
is about the music that I’m creating at
this moment, and the performances
I’m doing; so I have a loop sampler
and clothes. And future is to be able
to meet new audiences and travel the
world, sharing the thing that I love music, singing and the power of the
voice.

through sounds that I heard in my
head: drum sounds, bass sounds,
instrument sounds and the sound
of an owl that used to keep me up
at night with nightmares. All those
things were revolving in my mind.
I found an opportunity using two
cassette players to start to layer up
my voice, and I recognised that I was
into voice.
I was into what the voice could
do and singing was a part of that
experience.

years - in my teens - and remind
myself that I loved the openness
and playfulness of the voice. Then,
through my own discovery and
training, I recognised that the voice
is unlimited.

iSing: Where did you train?
RM: I studied Voice Movement
Therapy thanks to a scholarship.
I left my young family for three
weeks at a time to study, which was
really tough. The course looked at
everything to do with the voice: the
iSing: Why did you decide to pursue iSing: How did you feel about the
archetypes that are in the voice; the
singing as a career?
versatility of your voice? Was that a vocal components that are innate
RM: Singing was part of a whole
part of the attraction for you?
in all human beings; and many of
picture. I was into the sound of life;
RM: Not at first because you don’t
the fundamental characteristics of
from the sound of my mum playing
analyse it too much as a child. I
how you take your emotions and use
church, gospel and blues music and
was seven years old so I was just
them to create a piece of work. It was
then my own interpretation of that
playing. I was able to revisit it in later extraordinary - it changed my life.

RANDOLPH MATTHEWS
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iSing: You have a passion for loop
station work. Why?
RM: I’ll tell you very clearly in one
word: economics. I recognised that
I couldn’t afford to pay musicians. I
was looking at guitarists who were
using loop samplers and thought,
“hold on, this could work for me”.
So I tried it out and it changed
everything because it meant I could
move into different spaces and try
new things. For me, it was like I was
destined to work as a solo artist with
the voice. Even though it started
off for economic reasons, I think I
was meant to start to move into this
direction.

iSing: What are your tips for
singers looking to start using a loop
station?
RM: The most important part for a
singer using loop technology is to
understand what the loop technology
is there for. You are the singer and
you bring to life your ideas by using
the loop sampler.
Explore it through play. When
you sing the songs that you love
you have rhythm in what you do,
you have a meter, you have a tempo,
and you have a pitch. Everything
is already there. You’re just using
the technology as an opportunity
to create a sonic landscape which
can help you to even go further and

higher. To put it as a percentage,
about 90% of it is play and 10% of it
is technology. The technology does a
simple thing – it loops. The rest is up
to you.
iSing: Do you have a regime to keep
your voice in top shape when you're
travelling?
RM: I do have a regime, and I’m
flexible with that regime because I
think the most important thing is
this: what can you do in five minutes
that will change everything about
your voice for two hours?
When travelling, you’re up against
other things. You’re tired, you’ve
got temperature changes and you’re

SEE THE FULL INTERVIEW ALONG WITH TWO SONGS PERFORMED BY RANDOLPH, ENGLISHMAN IN NEW YORK AND ROCKIZM
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getting on and off aeroplanes. Your
vocal chords are adjusting to early
mornings and late nights. You’ve got
to know that sometimes the right
thing to do is not train for an hour;
the most important thing is your
engine. For me, five minutes keeping
the engine ticking over is more
important.

your awareness, and acceptance of
the sound of falsetto.
The rest will come because you can
start to develop around it.

As a singer, if you can use the voice
openly and honestly, you'll find that
it will always work for you and not
against you.

iSing: What’s your top tip for
singers who want to broaden their
horizons vocally and experiment?
RM: Investigate the feelings behind
your voice more than the words that
iSing: How do you access your
you put on top of it.
falsetto?
I would make your lessons, your
RM: The first thing that helps me to warm-ups and your band rehearsals
access it, because I don’t think about an exploration without telling people
it anymore, is just acceptance of the
that you’re doing it. Just explore what
sound.
your voice is able to do.
I think sometimes the biggest issue
We have created such an emphasis,
people have is that they don’t accept such an expectation on the word
the sound of their falsetto. So they get singing; but everybody has a voice
caught up in that mentally and they
and is free to enjoy, free to cry and
can’t switch it off because they’re now free to express emotions. All of it can
listening to that sound.
come through the voice.
I love the sound of falsetto. I don’t
Remember, audiences aren’t just
coming to see a singer; they’re
have any barriers between it; I just
accept it. I’m a vocal improviser, and coming to see a person who’s real
you can’t improvise with the voice if and honest with what they express
through the singing tool.
you're constantly trying to pinpoint
For me, heart is a really big part of
every single thing – you just can't do
it.
my work. My heart has to be very,
very much there.
You have to first find freedom in

iSing: You're new album, Untamed,
will be released in October. What
can listeners expect?
RM: I wanted to get away from
polishing things too much.
I wanted to do stuff that was
recorded straight through the loop,
because that's me. I didn’t want too
much overproduction.
The album is kind of a very simple
- I’m a very simple person in that
respect.

GET SOCIAL
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KIMBERLEY CARTLIDGE

K

imberley Cartlidge is a professional vocalist and
musician with experience performing in various vocal
ensembles and bands. After training at the Academy of
Contemporary Music she went on to work with Joshua
Alamu as part of the core team for Ultimate Artists,
working with some of the best mentors, coaches and
professionals in the music industry. She also provides
coaching to a wide range of singers in a variety of
contemporary genres and writes about singing for music
magazines and blogs.

kimberleycartlidge.com
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Voc ally

WICKED
F

ew stars are as versatile as
musical theatre’s golden girl
Willemijn Verkaik, the Dutch
luminary best known for playing
Elphaba in Wicked.
Verkaik, who rose to fame as the
voice of Elsa in the German and
Dutch version of Disney’s blockbuster Frozen, has played lead roles
in Tarzan, Women on the Verge of a
Nervous Breakdown, Mamma Mia,
Elisabeth, We Will Rock You and Aida.
But the character she is most
synonymous with is that of Elphaba;
over the past ten years Verkaik has
played the green-hued witch in
various productions around the world
(including shows on Broadway and in
the West End). She has performed the
role in three languages.
Verkaik’s most recent run as
Elphaba at the Apollo Victoria Theatre
in London ended in July. When she
took her final curtain call, Verkaik
confirmed that it was the last time
she would play the role. She spoke to
LINE HILTON.

iSing: Why did you start singing?
WILLEMIJN VERKAIK: I started at
school when I was about eight years
old. I just noticed that singing gave
me a sense of freedom. I also noticed
that people were listening to me,
and it felt good. It was a dual thing;
it made me happy, but it made other
people happy too.

iSing: Who were your vocal idols?
WV: Whitney Houston was one of
my favourite singers; she had such a
fantastic tone and soul in her voice.
Celine Dion is technically one of
the best singers. I also love Barbra
Streisand, especially her technique.

WILLEMIJN VERKAIK'S FULL INTERVIEW
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iSing: What drew you to musical
theatre?
WV: When I was young I watched
the movies of Gene Kelly and Fred
Astaire. I thought that it [musical
theatre] was really fun, but not for
me. I wanted to be Whitney Houston.
Then by chance I auditioned for
a musical in Holland and I fell in
love with musical theatre. I noticed
that there was so much going on in
musical theatre, so much to develop
and achieve, and so many options
and styles.
iSing: What lessons have you
learned from musical theatre
that you can take back into the
contemporary world?
WV: Playing eight shows a week
is a very good base. You learn how
to maintain your voice and how
to handle different circumstances.
Getting to know my voice for musical
theatre has helped me develop my
vocal style. For instance, if I want to
do a husky voice, use distortion or a
growl, I can consciously take it out
when I think it might hurt me. That
was something I needed to learn.

makes for a sound that is a little bit
different from the English/American
sound, but it is healthy and much
easier technically. The English/
American of course is very twangy,
so you can push that everywhere, and
that makes it easier to maintain.

WV: The impact has been huge.
When I got the job in Germany in
2007 the director said to me, “this
is going to change your life”. I didn’t
really know what she meant by that.
Then all of a sudden I get to play
the role in Holland, on Broadway
and in the West End. Wicked is such
a phenomenon, it touches people’s
iSing: How do you prepare to play
hearts. Whenever I come out of
Elphaba eight times a week?
the stage door, people are thanking
WV: It’s tough. Elphaba is very
physically challenging and eight times me for making them feel a little bit
a week is a lot. Elphaba is also vocally stronger. People all over the world
know who I am, and that I’ve played
challenging; you use your voice in
the role.
all kinds of ways. Over the years I’ve
come to know my voice well. I also
sleep and rest a lot, eat well and stay
iSing: Generally, musical theatre is
fit.
quite ageist when it comes to lead
roles. How have you managed to
iSing: How has playing Elphaba
continue into your forties?
impacted on your career?
WV: That’s a good question. I don’t

iSing: You’ve performed Elphaba in
German, Dutch and English. What
challenges did you face?
WV: I’m Dutch, but I found the
Dutch language the most difficult
one of the three. Dutch is spoken in
the back of the throat so you have
lots of guttural sounds. Singing
Defying Gravity in Dutch (Ik Lach
Om Zwaartekracht) involves singing
in the back of the throat. It was a
big challenge for me to make that
guttural sound. The German and
English are very similar. The vowels
in German are quite forward, which
WILLEMIJN IN CONCERT. PHOTOGRAPHY BY DARREN BELL
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know really. I’ve been playing the role
for ten years; I started out when I was
32 and I’m now 42. I think I have lots
of passion for the role, for the show,
and I know how to keep myself strong
and energised. I just love it, and I’m
just grateful that I’m still able to do it.
iSing: How do you keep vocally fit?
WV: By taking lots of rest. The minute
I don’t have to do a show I make myself
sleep. Sometimes on a Sunday I take
a vocal rest for the whole day; I don’t
speak or sing, so all the phlegm and
the muscle tension can dissolve. I’ve
learned throughout the years what my
voice can and can’t do, and what it feels
like when my voice is a little bit tired.
I then know I need to place this vowel
a little bit differently, or put a bit more
twang into there, so that I stay safe.
I don’t really have a regime at the
moment because my voice knows
Elphaba really well. For a matinee
show you need more energy in your
body; it’s more a body thing than a
voice thing. If there’s phlegm, I’ll siren
a little bit - not for too long, just a
little bit - and then I leave it alone,
do it again, and then somewhere
throughout the morning it will all just
be settled again.
iSing: How do you adapt your voice
for contemporary musical theatre
shows such as We Will Rock You and
Mamma Mia!?
WV: For me, that’s a very natural way
of singing. I’ve played all the female
lead parts in We Will Rock You. They
all have a rock sound, but they’re all a
little bit different. Killer Queen sounds
more adult than Scaramouche. I used
lots of distortion on the voice, which
was really cool. Scaramouche needed
to sound a little bit younger, which
I did by just putting my larynx up a
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WILLEMIJN VERKAIK SINGS CELINE DION'S HIT ALL BY MYSELF

little bit; for Killer Queen it is a little bit
lower. When I got the job of Elphaba, I
told myself, “okay, you need to take the
distortion out”. Even though distortion
is great, and really cool if you want to
do it eight times a week, it might be
dangerous. Taking it out was a bit of a
challenge but I made it work.
iSing: A few years ago you stopped
performing to have a back operation.
How did this affect your singing and
career?
WV: That was tough, because all your
energy goes to that problem. Mentally
and physically you’re exhausted. It’s
very hard to be in a big role in a big
musical and not be able to be there
for your audience. I felt like I had let
the audience down. But it didn’t really
affect my career; it actually made me
stronger, better and more energetic
than before.
iSing: What advice do you have for a
singer who wants a career in musical
theatre?
WV: Believe in yourself and work
hard. Listen to everyone around you
- not just to people who you think

sing well - and figure out what are
they doing, and why are they doing
it. Copying is fine. I copy Celine Dion
and Barbra Streisand all the time
because they have good technique. Get
to know what you can and cannot do,
and what your strengths are.
iSing: What's next for Willemijn
Verkaik?
WV: I’m going to relax - after six
months of Elphaba it's something I
need to do. My husband is planning
a big bike trip throughout Holland
for us. I also have four concerts in
Tokyo coming up and then a Disney In
Concert tour in Germany. A few other
things are in the pipeline. I can’t say
anything about them yet, but they’re
going to be exciting.

GET SOCIAL
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Doing
It
her way
How Aubrey Logan found her
groove. By BRONWYN BIDWELL

S

assy instrumentalist and vocalist Aubrey
Logan barely has time to pause for breath these
days. The lady with the trombone is busy; her
phone hasn't stopped ringing since her version
of Taylor Swift’s Bad Blood went viral 18 months ago.
The Swift cover, a collaboration with the popular
music collective Post Modern Jukebox (PMJ),
attracted 2.5 million hits and sent Logan’s career into
overdrive.
She’s since released several covers with PMJ, the
brainchild of Scott Bradlee that takes popular
music and reworks it into vintage genres, and is
currently touring with the collective.
“Scott Bradlee fans are very loyal, so the
minute I got involved with PMJ interest
in my work grew exponentially,” Logan
says, via Skype, from a hotel room in
Nashville.
“What I play with them is pretty
darn close to what I do as an artist
anyway so I’m pretty grateful. My
favourite PMJ collaboration is Alessia
Cara’s Here. It just builds and builds, I
love it.”
Logan also plays her beloved
trombone on the song. She identifies
strongly as a “horn player” and took up
the instrument at the age of 12 inspired
by James Brown and Chicago.
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“I liked the way the trombone
sounds so much like the voice,” she
says. “It’s versatile. You can play
sharp and sassy or heartfelt ballads.
“There’s never been a moment
where I haven’t played the trombone
and sang. My degree (from Berklee
College of Music) is in trombone
performance but I have always done
the two. It’s just who I am.”
It sounds straight forward but
Logan spent five years after she
graduated trying to pinpoint her
musical identity. There were highs
(winning the Montreux Jazz Voice
Competition in 2009) and lows
(Simon Cowell told her she was “too
jazzy”).
“When I moved to LA after college
I was so used to people telling me
what to do that I didn’t have a brand
or a niche,” Logan explains. “People
said ‘you should sing jazz standards’
or ‘you should be a funk singer’ but I
wanted more. Finding that fusion did
take time. I was good at listening to
other people’s opinions but I had to
figure out my own.
“I didn’t know, as an artist, how I
could translate to people that I like

PISTOL - AUBREY LOGAN
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AUBREY LOGAN SINGS HERE BY ALESSIA CARA

all these different genres.”
Logan eventually hit rock bottom.
“I was trying to act like someone I
wasn’t and it wasn’t working,” she
says.
“I was in despair. I was like ‘I give
up. I’m just going to be who I am
now’. So I started doing what I had
wanted to do all along.”
She played her own music her own
way and audiences responded.
“I used to do these shows where I
felt so stiff on stage. The songs were

cool, the trombone playing was cool,
but I had this banter in the middle
that was so bad. I finally thought
‘banter is stupid and awkward, I’m
going to make fun of it’. I had no idea
my show would turn into a comedy
show until I started to be myself –
now people are laughing.
“The interesting thing is I’m not an
extrovert, but you don’t have to be an
extrovert to perform – you have to be
a good communicator.”
With her new-found confidence
things took off. Logan was
approached by PMJ, and pursued her
own music with renewed vigour. In
between touring, and with the help of
crowdfunding, she hit the recording
studio. The result is Impossible, out in
September.
The album features three covers
and nine originals and fuses Logan’s
influences: Billy Joel, Stevie Wonder
and Carole King. The first single,
Pistol, is a toe-tapping little number
with a hint of 1960s psychedelia and,
unsurprisingly, trombone harmonies.
After meeting her current PMJ
tour commitments, Logan will tour
Europe in her own right later this
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I was good
at listening
to other
people’s
opinions but I
had to figure
out my own
year to promote the album. It will
mean even more time away from
her husband and cat (Frank, named
after Sinatra) in LA, but Logan is
appreciative of the opportunities
being afforded to her.
“I think in the past I was sitting
around waiting to sound the way
I thought everyone wanted me to
sound. I regret that as I know that
was waste of time.”
Her advice to other performers is
simple: ignore the naysayers and just
go for it.
“I would say just get a band
together, like yesterday. Just do it and
the people who like it will stay.”.

GET SOCIAL
with AUBREY
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READY TO
After supporting legends such
as Catfish and the Bottlemen,
Pete Doherty and The Who,
Slydigs are now rocking as
headliners in their own right.
Frontman Dean Fairhurst
spoke to BRONWYN BIDWELL.

D

ean Fairhurst is the
charismatic lead singer of
rock band Slydigs and is
nursing a serious bout of jet
lag on the day we speak. The boy from
Burtonwood, in north west England’s
industrial heartland, is just back from
sun-soaked Bermuda where he played a
solo gig at the exclusive America’s Cup
yacht race.
“It was about as far away from where
we started out as you can get,” he says
sheepishly. “It was surreal.”
Fairhurst has had plenty of surreal
moments in the past year, not least

ROCK
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supporting The Who on their US
tour and headlining Slydig’s own
tour of Europe and the UK alongside
bandmates Louis Menguy (guitar),
Peter Fleming (percussion) and Ben
Breslin (bass).
“It’s great to be taking that next step
up as headliners,” he says of the band,
who all originate from the St Helens
area. “It’s taken a lot of hard graft to
get to this point.”
Fairhurst and Menguy formed
Slydigs in high school. Fairhurst
assigned himself the role of singer
due to force of personality more than
vocal technique.
“I couldn’t sing at all, but then
neither could any of the other guys,”
he laughs. “But I had always wanted
to perform and enjoyed writing and
poetry. I just did it [sang live] and
slowly got better and better. I think
singing in front of people is one of the
most personal things you can do.”
Fairhurst has always been
ambitious, inspired by other northern
English acts such as The Beatles, Oasis
and The Stone Roses, and driven by a
fear of life in a dead-end job.
“I was destined to spend my life
working on a building site or in an
office and I never wanted either of
those things… We might have looked
like four mates mucking about, but I
was always serious about it. I am the
kind of person, if I do something, I
put my soul into it.”
The band started small, gigging in
nearby Warrington before expanding
to Liverpool, Manchester and Ireland.
They worked hard and partied hard
before curbing some of their rock
ways to sharpen their musical focus;
Fairhurst now never drinks before
going on stage.
It was while playing the UK festival
circuit in 2014 that Slydigs were
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scouted by Trinifold, the management
company headed up by impresario
Bill Curbishley, best known for
managing The Who, Judas Priest and
Robert Plant. Slydigs played a few
gigs with The Who in the UK, before
getting the nod to join them on their
US tour, playing to stadiums of 20,000
people. It was a big challenge and the
band upped their game accordingly.
“Smaller venues are more raucous,
you can get away with a bit more,”
Fairhurst says. “But when you play
an arena, you can’t get away with
anything. You really have to use that
space.”
Still flying high from their stateside
adventure, the band embarked on
their first headline tour of the UK and
Europe and independently released
their EP How Animal Are You?
Slydigs will play more festivals
this summer and then start on their
next album. They are managed by
Trinifold, but have not signed with
a label – and are in no rush to do so
having been burnt in the past.
Fairhurst is critical of the British
music industry’s general attitude to
rock.
“Something needs to change,” he

says passionately. “The bands are there
but I don’t think the opportunities are
there.
“I think there are people in the
industry who think rock will die;
they want rock to die. They want
something that is easy to package,
with no sharp edges. They are less
inclined to give bands a chance. They
prefer solo artists. I suppose it’s easier
to argue with just one person. They
want to work with people who aren’t
going to question anything.”
His advice to any band starting
out is to “write, write, write”, play as
many gigs as possible and to learn the
business.
“You need to be two people: a
business person off stage and an artist
on stage. The quicker you learn that
lesson the better.”.

GET SOCIAL
with SLYGDIGS

HOW ANIMAL ARE YOU? - SLYDIGS
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Why working
singers
need to

t
u
O
k
r
Wo
I moved from dancing to singing. It
may surprise you, but I didn’t realise
how much exercise I was doing as a
professional dancer – until I stopped.
As a dancer, every rehearsal and gig
xercise has always been a
was a fitness class where I toned my
big part of my life. I was
entire body without thinking about
an athlete, gymnast and
it. That all changed when I started
professional dancer before
singing professionally.
I became a singer and as I
Even though many gigs
transitioned from one
incorporated dancing and
discipline to another my choreography, it still wasn’t enough.
body changed – along
With life as a professional dancer
with my fitness routine. over I had to make time to stay in
The biggest shock
shape. It was a struggle, but I
to my system
knew I needed to think about
came when
my physical health as well as my
vocal health.
Life as a working singer is
physically demanding; we are an
integral part of the show and often
perform choreographed routines
while singing.
Even with my dance background it’s
not easy to incorporate moves while

DENOSH BENNETT explains
why backing vocalists need to
stay in shape to deal with the
demands of the job.

E

thinking about vocal phrasing and
breath support.
Life on the road also presents its
own unique challenges: the schedule
is hectic, your sleep patterns are off,
and when you arrive in a new city you
never know what kind of gym you’re
going to get, or if you will get one at
all.
Thankfully, there are many ways
a singer can work out. Whether you
are a travelling singer or tend to work
locally in your city social media is
your friend; Pinterest, YouTube and
Instagram are flooded with fitness
enthusiasts sharing their “get fit”
secrets.
Before I left Los Angeles a
few months ago to support
Robbie Williams on The Heavy
Entertainment Show Tour, I was doing
ballet, yoga and hiking, and making
use of the Nike Training Club app on
my iPhone.
Now I’m on tour, I’ve turned to

THE WORKING SINGER
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NAYANNA, SARA JANE AND DENOSH SHARE THEIR WORKOUT SECRETS

my two fellow BVs Nayanna Holley
and Sara Jane Skeete to help me stay
fit and meet the daily demands of
touring.
Who are my fitness partners in
crime? LA based Nayanna has worked
as a backing singer on American Idol

and The Voice and toured with Selena
Gomez, Sheryl Crow, Robin Thicke
and Johnny Hallyday. Her YouTube
channel, The Practice Room, provides
insider tips on singing, auditioning,
the music business and health and
wellness for the working musician.

London-based Sara Jane is an
experienced BV, and has worked with
Michael Jackson, Kylie Minogue,
Mika, Annie Lennox and James
Morrison, to name but a few. Join
us on as The Working Singer’s
Workout.

DENOSH BENNETT

D

enosh Bennett is a Canadian-born singer,
dancer and artistic director with two decades
of experience in the entertainment industry. Her
versatility and broad résumé has led her to tour
as a dancer and/or backing vocalist with many
international artists including Faith Evans, Justin
Timberlake, Alicia Keys, Drake, Whitney Houston,
Robbie Williams, Demi Lovato and Rihanna.
DenoshBennett.com
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How it can transform your voice
Three reasons to join a choir
Meet the V-Team
The bittersweet truth about sugar
How your childhood can affect your voice

YOGA

MIND, BODY & SOUL

T he

SENSATION
of

SINGING
W

e all know yoga is
good for the body and
mind, so it follows
that practising yoga
would be good for a singer, since the
body is our instrument and we use the
mind to harness its ability.
If you haven’t yet considered
practising yoga for the voice directly,
you should, as the benefits can be
far-reaching, both in learning and
performance. Yoga can improve not
just the quality of our voices but
enhance our enjoyment of singing too.

Singing as sensation
A friend was smashing a song on
stage the other day. She has one of
those voices that makes everyone stop
and listen: powerful, clear, emotional
and seemingly effortless.
As I watched her sing, I felt envious,
but it occurred to me that I didn’t want
to sound like her; I wanted to feel the
way I imagine it feels to sing like that.
How many other singers, I wondered,
have the same desire when they watch
someone they admire?
In an industry that is so focused

YOGA

MIND, BODY & SOUL

Singing is a
holistic affair.
Every part of
the body and
mind affects the
voice.
on the external, there is immense
value in getting back to what it feels
like to sing, not just physically but
emotionally, and indeed to explore
why we sing.
So why yoga?
Forget standing on your head,
stretchy hamstrings or floating around
in a zen bubble; yoga is simply about
feeling how the body feels from the
inside out. It’s about noticing the mind
and its apparently endless thoughts
and being able to step into a place
beyond them. It’s often called “present
moment awareness” or “mindfulness”.
Simply put, it is living rather than
thinking about living. Or singing,
rather than thinking about singing!
So why is this good for singers and
how can we put it into practice?
Yoga as preparation for singing
We all know warming up the voice
is vital but how much consideration
do we give to warming up the whole
body? And do we even consider
preparing the mind for singing?
Singing is a holistic affair. Every part
of the body and mind affects the voice,
regardless of whether we can feel it or
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understand why.
A few minutes of mindfulness can
have a profound effect on the quality
of your warm-up. Try following this
quick and easy exercise. It works
wonders for calming and focusing the
mind before you perform. You can do
it anywhere, from your car (parked
obviously) to a busy green room - it
doesn’t have to be empty or quiet.

Yoga for learning and change
The philosophy of yoga is to accept
yourself as you are and allow room
for change, rather than forcing it. This
is a powerful attitude to adopt while
we’re learning, as we often experience
feelings of frustration that can hinder
our development.
The more you practise yoga, the
more you begin to feel the finer details
of the body. This is incredibly useful
Mindfulness for the stage
as we try and manipulate certain
1.Stand or sit still and close your
muscles, particularly in the throat,
eyes.
that we can’t really see or feel. The
2.Take three deep breaths - in
better you know your body, the easier
through your nose and out through
you will find it to move or change
your mouth. Feel how the body
something, whether directly or
softens.
indirectly. Feeling
3.Become aware of the sounds
sound as sensation
around you. Notice loud and soft, near
is useful for
and far, constant and fleeting, familiar
pitching
and unfamiliar sounds.
issues, too.
4.Take your awareness to the top
We can
of your head and, from there, start
encourage
mentally scanning down through
students to
your body. Notice all the different
tune into
sensations you can feel from
place to place: heat, coolness,
lightness, heaviness, tension,
ease, even numbness, all the way
down to the tips of your fingers
and toes. Don’t linger and
don’t judge what you notice,
just feel it and keep moving
evenly through the body.
5.Take three final deep
breaths as before.
6.Open your eyes.
Using this sort of
meditation before we even
begin puts us in the right frame
of mind. Continuing to then be
mindful throughout a physical
and vocal warm up makes it
easier to spot areas of tension
and find the best ways to
release them.

YOGA
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the feeling of certain frequencies so
they can learn to match their sound to
your voice or a note on an instrument.
Yoga for performance
The relaxing effects of yoga can be
wonderful for singers who struggle
with performance nerves. However,
the benefits go far beyond relaxation.
In many gigging situations the
monitoring is not sufficient. Being
able to trust how your voice feels when
it’s well-connected and in tune can
help overcome poor sound on stage,
making us less likely to push and
strain.
Furthermore, when we are aware
of the feeling of the voice, we tap into
the innate enjoyment which comes
from producing sound. This relaxes
the whole system and makes singing
easier, which increases enjoyment,
creating a virtuous circle. Singing from
this space, we are also less inclined to
compare ourselves to other singers.
In performance, all this translates
to a greater level of unique selfexpression and authenticity. The more
you feel connected to yourself, the
more you will feel connected to your
fellow musicians and to the audience.

JULES PITCHER

Our Voice Has Body
In her book Our Voice Has Body, Mariana Masetto,
a musician, composer and teacher from Argentina,
presents practical and thought-provoking ways to
develop the voice through yoga.
Masetto’s interest in the body-voice connection
grew from personal experience. She often felt the
desire to break into song while practising yoga and to
move
her body while singing.
Her unique approach focuses on adding movement to sound, pairing
certain yoga positions with vocal exercises. Her ideas are well-considered
and she includes preparatory, high-intensity, restorative and so-called
“unusual” poses to develop the connection between body and voice. Each
section is rounded off with introspective questions to help you get the most
out of the exercises.
Masetto’s teaching is holistic and deeply rooted in the ancient philosophy
of yoga. This is by no means a book about just stretching or relaxation, nor
is it a book to read sitting down. It’s a book to
have open by the yoga mat or piano, since its
value lies in experimenting with the ideas and
concepts it offers.
Masetto takes on the tough challenge of
giving written instruction about two disciplines
which are innately practical. Given its depth
and complexity, I would recommend this
book to those with some experience of yoga,
an understanding of anatomy, or singers with
strong body awareness.
I hope Our Voice Has Body inspires more
singers to study the body-voice connection
and leads to more research into the value of
yoga as an approach to singing.

Our Voice Has Body is out now.

J

ules is a professional musician, writer and teacher based
in the south of England. She originally studied classical
singing and violin and graduated with a music degree from the
University of Birmingham. These days she sings professionally
with a number of bands, specialising in jazz and pop. After
graduating, she fell in love with yoga and trained as a teacher
soon after. Jules teaches both singing and yoga privately as
well as running yoga workshops for musicians. Jules also
writes about music, yoga and mental health. She is currently
working on a book on overcoming anxiety.

julespitcher.com
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reasons why you
should join a choir
The driving force behind the UK Choir Festival,
Russell Scott, shares the benefits of being part of a
choir.

I

t’s a well-known fact that singing is good for you, but did you
know there are many health benefits directly associated with
being a member of a choir? If you’re not already part of a
choral group, here are three good reasons to sign up today.

1. Mental benefits
It’s no secret that singing makes us feel good and can have a
positive impact on mental health. There are biological reasons
for this; when we take part in activities such as playing sport,
laughing or even eating chocolate our bodies release feel-good
hormones known as endorphins. The same hormones are
released when you sing as part of a group. The deep breaths
required to project your voice and control your breathing
mimic aerobic exercise which increases blood flow and in turn
releases endorphins.

CHORAL SINGING
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Group singing also reduces stress.
A recent study carried out by the
Royal College of Music and Tenovus
Cancer Care found just one hour
of group singing lowers the stress
hormone cortisol.
In addition, high levels of oxytocin,
the hormone associated with love and
building trust, have been connected to
group singing, which may explain the
close bonds and relationships among
choir members.
2. Social benefits
There is a real joy associated with
being part of choir and sharing a
common interest with people. Group
singing can boost friendships, combat
loneliness and even aid the grieving or
healing process. Having high levels of
oxytocin in our bodies often creates
a feeling of togetherness and unity.
Studies have shown that after just one
group singing class, participants felt
closer to each other than after one
class of another group activity, such as
playing hockey or painting.
Being in a choir is educational;
choral singers learn about breathing
techniques, vocal projection and stage
performance. This learning process

boosts self-esteem and stimulates
the mind and memory, which is so
important to older singers who may
be struggling with diseases such as
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s.
3. Physical benefits
There are numerous physical
benefits. Research conducted in
Frankfurt found that participants
produced antibodies which directly
enhance the immune system,
helping to fight off bacteria and build

RUSSELL SCOTT

resistance to colds and common
infections. Singing also tones your
throat muscles which can help reduce
snoring – ideal for all those who suffer
from snoring partners!
Everyone can gain from choral
singing, whether you want to relieve
stress, boost your immune system
or simply meet like-minded people
to have a chat. Singing in a choir
provides an escape from the real
world and allows the mind focus on
something you truly love.

R

ussell Scott has been a professional in the worlds
of classical and musical theatre for 35 years. He
is not only an accomplished singer, but also a vocal
coach, producer, musical and artistic director. Russell
has enormous enthusiasm, and a reputation for getting
the best out of performers in terms of technique and
performance. His latest adventure is in the form of The
UK Choir Festival, which first took place in 2016 and aims
to support, train and bring choirs together, allowing them
to learn, develop and thrive.
russellscottentertainment.com
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Launched in 2016, The UK Choir Festival aims to bring choral
singers together in a non-competitive environment where they
can learn, develop and thrive. The festival is designed for choirs of all
abilities, ages and style, no matter whether you are a local community choir, an a
cappella choir, school or university choir, gospel choir, choral society or barbershop choir.
The UK Choir Festival gives choirs the opportunity to be taught by some of the UK’s top
workshop leaders. A two day festival will be held in St Albans on October 21 and 22.

UK CHOIR FESTIVAL

Meet the
V-Team

D

o you worry about losing
your voice? Find yourself
lacking energy on stage
or straining when singing
certain vowels? Then you need the
V-Team: four top vocal coaches
brimming with knowledge about how
to get the best from your voice.
The V-Team consists of iSing
favourites Chris Johnson, Steve Giles
and Joshua Alamu, and iSing’s founder

and editor Line
Hilton.
The four industry
experts have worked with
Vocalzone, the makers of throat
lozenges and tea formulated specifically
for vocal care, to create a series of informative videos designed to help singers
and voice professionals reach their potential.
There are 28 videos in the online V-Team series, focusing on four areas: vocal
technique; vocal health; diet and lifestyle; and vocal style. Check out below the
first four videos in the series.

CHRIS JOHNSON ON VOWEL TUNING

LINE HILTON ON VOCAL HEALTH: WHY PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE

STEVE GILES ON NUTRITION

JOSHUA ALAMU ON VOCAL STYLE: DURABILITY AND LONGEVITY

The Bittersweet
ABOUT
SUGAR

I

f you haven’t already
heard: sugar is now the
bad guy. After being
told for decades that
fat was the arch-villain
in the battle against
obesity and many related
diseases the tide is
turning.
Many scientists now
argue that the real enemy is
excess sugar consumption,
which is linked to weight
gain and the risk of
developing diabetes,
heart disease, stroke and
non-alcoholic fatty liver
disease.
Sugar is also highly
addictive, causing a spike in
energy followed by a crash,
which causes many people
to fill up on yet more sugar
creating a vicious circle.

FOOD FOR SINGERS
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What does this mean for singers?
While there is little direct research
on sugar consumption and the voice,
generally speaking overall poor
health can have an effect on the
tissues of the voice, in the same way
it would on any other part of our
internal body. It makes sense that
if a singer wants to be in top shape
to cope with a busy performing
schedule, excess sugar consumption
should be avoided.

cinnamon and a teaspoon of honey
instead.
• Low fat yoghurt – Many
companies pack low fat dairy
products with sugar to improve the
bitter taste that comes with stripping
away the fat. Choose full fat Greek
yoghurt and have a ½ cup sized
portion instead.
• Fruit juice – As singers we always
think of hydrating our voices, but
water is the best source for this.
• Alcohol – Alcohol is full of sugar
Foods that singers should
and can dry out the tissues of the
avoid
voice. It can also reduce the sensation
Sugar is everywhere; in the
of the voice so that the vocalist is
obvious culprits like sweets and cakes more likely to sing in a damaging
but also hidden in many products
way.
that are perceived as “healthy”. Here • Nutella – The very first ingredient
are a few examples of “healthy” foods in Nutella is sugar, followed by
which may be packed with sugar,
vegetable oil. Make your own instead
so always read the label and make
(see my recipe).
informed choices.
• Granola bars – They may be
Other foods to look out for
packaged as a health food, but
• Agave – This sweetener is often
often they are covered in chocolate
promoted by food bloggers and
or yoghurt drizzle which is mixed
health stores as a natural alternative
with sugar. Try porridge oats with
to sugar. Personally, I avoid it. Agave

may be all natural, but it contains
more fructose than ordinary
table sugar. Fructose can only be
metabolised by the liver and can’t be
used for energy by your body’s cells.
(To learn more read Sweet Poison
by David Gillespie). Sweeten with
other natural sources such as date
sugar or coconut sugar instead. Rice
malt syrup is a sweetener that is only
made from glucose, which is the type
of sugar we burn as energy rather
than store as fat.
• Crackers/crispbreads – Many
are heavy in processed white flour
and provide no nutritional benefit.
Our bodies process these types of
complex carbohydrates in the same
way as sugar. Choose rye crispbreads
instead.
• Diet drinks – These contain
unnatural ingredients and artificial
sweeteners, which lead to more sugar
cravings. Our kidneys find it difficult
to filter these ingredients so in excess
diet sodas can cause kidney damage.
Try fizzy water with whole pieces cut
fruit instead.

BECKY GILHESPIE

B

ecky Gilhespie is an American vocal coach and food
writer based in Sydney, Australia. Becky trained her
own voice and taught singing in London for 10 years,
before relocating to Australia in 2015. It was while living
in London that her passion for food was ignited and she
reached the semi-finals of Masterchef. Becky has never
desired to take up cooking full time because she loves her
job working in music so much. She enjoys helping students
overcome barriers to their singing, and teaching them about
the importance of having a solid technique and a healthy
mindset.
sydneyvocalcoach.com
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BECKY'S
HOME MADE
NUTELLA
INGREDIENTS
2 cups of skinned hazelnuts,
almonds and walnuts
1/3 cup raw cacao powder
½ tsp salt
1 tsp vanilla
½ cup almond milk
½ cup rice malt syrup

METHOD
Toast the hazelnuts, almonds and
walnuts in a medium hot oven for 10
minutes until lightly browned, then
blend until a paste is formed.
Add the raw cacao powder, salt,
vanilla, almond milk and rice malt
syrup. Pack into 2 small jars and
store in the fridge for a month.
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MINDSET

Crying
Shame
How your childhood can affect your voice

O

ver the past 12 years I’ve
worked with thousands
of performers struggling
to resolve physical and
emotional issues that are impacting
their careers and lives. They often
come to me as a last resort, having
tried everything else to fix problems
such as frequent voice loss, TMJ
tension or performance anxiety.
Through my experience as a vocal
coach, natural medicine practitioner
and hypnotherapist I’ve learnt some
interesting things about the voicemind connection; it’s my belief that
many problems relate back to the
childhood years.
Don’t cry
The human body is the most
remarkable creation; every element,
including our voice, is designed to aid
survival.
One of the first things a baby does
after the moment of birth is cry. It’s a
means of communication designed to
grab attention. But many parents find

MINDSET
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it distressing and it’s common to see
them “sssh-ing” their child, begging
them to stop crying. Exasperated
after many sleepless nights parents
may become increasingly agitated
and more aggressive in their tone
and efforts to keep the child silent.
I’m interested in the psychological
effect this constant sssh-ing has on a
person’s belief about their voice and
their confidence to express themselves.
I think it creates a belief in a child
that “using my voice is bad and causes
annoyance” and plays a massive part
in issues that develop later in life.

thoughts and ideas. Many people
look at a child having a tantrum and
assume they are spoiled or naughty;
in fact the child is overwhelmed
with emotions they are struggling to
express. The child feels his or her only
option is to release their emotions in
a burst or fit commonly known as a
tantrum. Of course, they then get told
off, further confirming the belief that
expressing themselves is a negative
thing. To read more about my theory
on this CLICK HERE.
Are you starting to see how a lack
of belief in the voice, self-expression
and confidence is formed? It also helps
Seen and not heard
explain why most clients come to me
The plasticity of the developing
with problems relating to three things:
brain and body is remarkable. In a few 1.Feeling inadequate
short years a baby will develop into a
Many of my clients think they are
child who can walk, talk, read, write,
not “good enough”. They believe: “I’d
interpret emotions and make friends. be happy if... I had the perfect body,
During these formative years they
a smaller nose, clearer skin, I could
will also hear phrases like: “Do as I
sing higher”. This is not the case; true
say. Stop that. Ssssh. Be quiet. Don’t
happiness comes from harnessing
be silly,” and, the one I heard often
a deep sense of self-acceptance. It is
growing up, “Children should be seen about believing “I am enough as I am”.
and not heard”.
2. Feeling different
What effect does this have on a
Our main survival mechanism is
child’s development? Constantly being based on making connections with
told to be quiet confirms to a child that other human beings or in other words
it’s unacceptable to express opinions,
finding our tribe. When a child grows

up feeling separate or different, usually
due to bullying, it can lead to feelings
of not being loveable or likeable that
can continue into adulthood. Many
clients say to me “I just feel different to
other people”. The result is not trying
to mix or achieve dreams.
3. Believing what they want is
unattainable
Most of us believe that some things
aren’t available to us; it could be love,
money, success or a great singing
voice. This belief system causes people
to give up or never try in the first
place.
These belief systems are created
during the first seven years of life
based on how primary caregivers
communicate with a child.
This may cause you to think: what
can I do? I can’t turn back the clock
and re-live my childhood.
The good news is these beliefs are
yours to change. You created them and
you can alter them. In my practice I
use in-depth vocal coaching, hypnosis
and emotional mentoring to get to
the root cause of the problem and
begin the healing process. Through
working with the subconscious you
can re-learn patterns of thinking and
behaviour for the better.

GARY ALBERT HUGHES

G

ary trained at The Purcell School of Music, Guildhall School of Music and
Drama and Royal Academy of Music with full scholarships and funding.
After suffering with debilitating health conditions and anxiety during
training and in his theatre and TV career he turned to natural medicine
and hypnotherapy to heal himself. He then trained with The Academy of
Systematic Kinesiology as a practitioner for natural medicine and with
renowned therapist Marisa Peer as a Rapid Transformational Therapist
and Hypnotherapist. Drawing on his experience as a performer, coach
and therapist, Gary has pioneered a new method, called Transformational
Performance + Voice Therapy, that helps free performers from the physical and
emotional health conditions that hold them back in their lives and careers.

thebalancedperformer.com
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PASSING IT ON

Tips for running your own vocal coaching
studio

MIDEM 2017
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Generating music
Experts answer your questions

Passing
it on
Want to run your own vocal coaching studio? Get
the lowdown on how to get started with
GEMMA MILBURN.

PASSING IT ON

THE BIZ

S

ince opening my own vocal
coaching studio three years
ago I have had many highs
and lows. Some months I’ve
struggled to cover the rent, and others
have far exceeded my expectations. It
hasn’t been easy, but it has certainly
been rewarding. Here’s what I’ve
learnt along the way.

waiting area. Gradually, I purchased
equipment as and when I could.
Initially, my teaching room was
sparse, but this forced me to focus
on the standard of my lessons and
develop a good working relationship
with my students. The lack of

equipment in the early days made me
re-think my teaching style and be less
reliant on technology. These days, I
have a range of equipment enabling
me to offer a wider variety of services
(which is reflected in my prices), but
I’m grateful for the experience of

Location, location, location
Before you can welcome your first
student through the door, you need
a suitable teaching space. If working
from home is out of the question (and
for many people, myself included,
it is) then the challenge is to find an
appropriate location.
This may sound simple, but
vocal coaching is a noisy business,
rendering most standard office or
commercial lets off-limit. Don’t be put
off by suitable spaces in a less-thanglamorous location. I teach from a
warehouse on an industrial estate, but
it is set up specifically for music and I
have access 24/7.
Most students won’t mind an
unassuming location as long as
you’re offering a good service and
your studio is comfortable and easily
accessible. Look for a space that is
close to public transport links and
has parking. Bonus points if there’s a
waiting area!
Got the goods?
Running a studio isn’t cheap. As
well as rental costs, you’ll need to buy
and maintain a range of equipment
(for a comprehensive equipment list
see Setting up your teaching studio,
iSing Issue 2).
Thankfully, you don’t need a
fully kitted out studio to begin. I
began by borrowing a piano from a
friend and pinching a chair from the
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ONE POSSIBLE STUDIO SET UP
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starting with the bare minimum. It
shaped the way I run my business.

focused teacher. I’ve found that
having clear systems in place saves
me time, keeps me sane and helps
The power of networking
my professional image.
I moved to a new town and set
Digital demands: Having a
up my own studio at the same time
website with a linked Google
which, on reflection, was a bold move. Adwords account allows me to be
To gain a feel for my new community, visible online and attract a consistent
I researched existing vocal coaching
stream of enquiries. I recommend
services and gave free lessons at a
paying a specialist to handle the
local music festival, making some
Google Ads process as it can be
invaluable contacts and securing
complicated.
some great referrals.
You’ve got mail: Email templates
I attended business networking
are another extremely valuable
meetings. Initially, I was reluctant
resource. I have several on file that
to do this, but it turned out to be
I send out to new students with
great fun and extremely useful. Don’t information about my studio policy,
limit your networking to music and
directions to the studio, parking
performance professions: through
arrangements, payment information
networking, I’ve met an excellent
and advice about how to prepare
local graphic design company who
for a lesson. These templates save
helped create my company logo, and a me time and help curb the nerves of
financial advisor who helped me with new students.
insurance and a pension plan.
Stick to the schedule: It sounds
obvious, but keeping track of who
Be organised
and when you are teaching is at
Running my own vocal coaching
the core of your business. You
studio is an absolute joy, but it is
need a clear method of organising
difficult to juggle daily business
your schedule as it’s easy to make
demands with being a calm and
mistakes when you are juggling

GEMMA MILBURN

G

several tasks at once. In the early
days, when money was tight, I used
the calendar on my iPad but, as time
went on, I needed something more
comprehensive. There are many
online packages that keep track of
your schedule, finances and student
contact details, and there are options
that allow students to book online.
I have experimented with online
bookings but like to have more
control over my diary so currently
handle them myself.
Cancellations: To ensure the
smooth running of your business you
must have a cancellation policy. You
must be upfront with your students
about this. It’s my policy that if a
client cancels with less than 24 hours
notice they are liable to pay for the
lesson, regardless of their reason for
cancelling.
It took time for me to feel
comfortable asserting this, but most
people will respect your need to make
a living if you are clear about your
policy. On the rare occasion a student
refuses to pay for a late cancellation, I
ask them to settle their balance before
booking any future lessons.

emma is a vocal coach, mentor and singer based
in south east England. As well as teaching in an
established London studio, she runs a thriving vocal
coaching practice in Hertford. Gemma’s two greatest
passions are pop music and people, and she takes pride
in offering a highly individualised approach to working
with singers. She blends in depth knowledge of vocal
science with a creative mindset to offer an inspiring
and enjoyable vocal training process. Her clients range
from major label recording stars and West End leads to
developing artists and beginners.
gemmamilburn.com
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Midem 2017

E

very June music industry
representatives from around
the world descend on
the French Riviera; their
destination is Midem: a four-day
music biz extravaganza held in
Cannes each year.
If you want to do music business
or get a feel for where the industry

is heading, then Midem is for you. I
returned to the Palais des Festivals
et des Congrès this year after a nine
year hiatus to discover that, like the
music industry itself, Midem has
changed a lot since 2008.
There were thousands of attendees,
speakers, exhibitors and performers,
all with their own reasons for

attending. Some wanted to forge
business connections, promote music
at an international level or sign
deals, while others were there to spot
trends and talent, or get a handle
on the health of the industry. Many
artists were at Midem to perform,
others were there to search for deals
and schmooze.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

MEET THE....SESSIONS
PANELS

As with any
trade show or
conference,
artists need to be
ready with their
elevator pitch
The conference programme was
vast, featuring talks on everything
from indie music to digital trends,
publishing, marketing and how to get
played on radio. I caught several of
these and came away with plenty of
food for thought. Issues flagged up
include:
Legal issues and reality
television
Many artists these days will have
a brush with reality television. But
lawyers at Midem warned artists to be
circumspect. They expressed concerns
about how contracts were often last
minute, giving the artist and their
lawyer little time to look over the
fine print. The contracts are generally
non-negotiable, with royalty deals
often below industry standards and
very much in favour of the TV show.
The contracts may also demand the
rights to the artist’s past and future
work, and which are unrelated to the
programme. For some, the reality
TV pathway provides useful media
exposure and industry experience.
But if you find yourself considering
this route, get independent legal
advice first.

DANA ELLE SHOWCASE

EVENT REPORT

THE BIZ

ARTISTS ON MIDEM

Radio still making waves
BBC Radio 1’s Head of Music,
Chris Price, shared data showing
that while streaming, now the default
mode of music consumption, has
helped many artists distribute their
music to listeners, radio still plays
a crucial role in making a song a
charting hit.
Price believes this is because radio
can utilise storytelling to generate
interest and notoriety for a song and
artist in a way that streaming can’t.
It was also noted that after many
years of decline global revenue in
recorded music has gone up for the
second consecutive year; last year it
rose by 6%. Something to celebrate.
Midem by Night
In the evenings the Midem crowd
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head to the beach for Midem By
Night. This year Midem introduced
the Midem Artist Accelerator, an
exclusive programme for artists
and their team designed to support
managers, agents, labels and
publishers as they look for global
exposure.
The programme invited artists to
submit their music and a committee
selected the most promising talent.
This year 11 finalists played live at
Midem. They also had their music
featured in Midem’s communications
and on the official Midem 2017 vinyl
compilation.
Three of the 11 artists were British:
singer/songwriter Be Charlotte, R&B/
hiphop singer Shakka and hiphop/
rapper Adian Coker.

Charlotte Brimner aka Be Charlotte
was delighted to be performing at
Midem: “This time last year I was
doing presentations on networking
events like Midem at college, so it’s
insane to be actually performing this
year.
“I think it’s great that we’ll have the
chance to meet some of the judges
and do some workshop-style events as
well.”
Best of British
UK talent was also on show at the
British Showcase, which returned
after a six-year break. Three acts,
Public Service Broadcasting, Jake
Isaac and Dream Wife, performed
at the Majestic Hotel as part of the
British Showcase.

EVENT REPORT
Many others from the UK music
industry were there, including Phil
Patterson, the Music Specialist for the
Department of International Trade
and Investment (UKTI). His role at
Midem is to coordinate the UKTI and
Music is Great partnership with the
Association of Independent Music,
British Phonographic Industry, Music
Publishers Association, Phonographic
Performance Limited and PRS for
Music.
Patterson says there are
development opportunities for artists
at Midem, provided they come with
a clear strateg and, as with any trade
show or conference, artists need to be
ready with their “elevator pitch”.
“Everything that an artist has to do
in the UK, to develop a career, they’ve
got to do again in every market in the
world.”.

Phil
Patterson’s
Midem tips for
artists

UP AND COMING JACOB ISAAC
FEATURED IN THIS YEAR'S BRITISH SHOWCASE

1. Come one year to do a recce and to
prepare yourself. It’s helpful to have a
manager, publisher, label or someone
who can join you at the event.
2. Talk to people who have been
before and listen to their experiences.
3. Do your research. Find out what
the event is about, what countries are
coming and think about how to best
target specific markets.
4. If you’re attending as a showcasing
artist, try and get specific promoters or
labels to attend your showcase.
5 If you're a singer songwriter, and
your lyrics are very important to your
work, then target English-speaking
countries to start with.

IS MIDEM FOR
INDIE ARTISTS?
iSing quizzed Javier
Lopez, Midem’s
Director of UK Sales,
Entertainment
Division, about what
Midem means for
indie artists.
iSing: How can attending Midem
help the indie artist?
JAVIER LOPEZ: Midem is a
hotbed of talent meaning indie
artists can widen their business and
artistic contacts and develop their
careers. As the whole international
music ecosystem is present at
Midem, it’s the best way for an indie
artist to gain a global vision of the
industry. It can help them find out

where they fit and how to further
develop their career and craft.

iSing: How can an artist ensure
they get the most out of Midem?
JL: First of all they should apply
for the Midem Artist Accelerator
programme. Even if they are not
selected they should register as a
delegate/visitor to take advantage of
the reduced rates we offer. Then two
months before Midem they should
log in to our database and start
preparing meetings and block time
for key conferences.
iSing: How are acts selected for
Midem Artist Accelerator?
JL: There is a call for entry for
artists from all over the world.
About 60 acts are then shortlisted
before our international jury
choses the final artists to perform
at Midem. The 11 acts selected this

year were: Acid Arab, Adian Coker,
Be Charlotte, Geoffroy, Iris Gold,
Kiddy Smile, M.anifest, Prateek
Kuhad, Shakka, Rendez-Vous and
XXX.

iSing: What can we expect from
Midem in 2018?
JL: We’ll continue growing the areas
that were successful this year such
as the Midem Artist Accelerator and
the Midemlab start up competition
and develop more showcase
opportunities. We also aim to bring
more delegates from new territories
such as Africa, the Far East and
Latin America.
Artists can attend Midem as
delegates on the British Stand or
take advantage of a special Midem
rate for artists.
midem.com

Generating

music
Rising star RJ Thompson
credits music development
agency Generator with
kick-starting his career. He
spoke to GEMMA WILSONVIDAL

N

ewcastle-upon-Tyne
singer songwriter RJ
Thompson says he owes
a debt of gratitude to
Generator, the music development
agency based in his hometown that
provides advice and business support
to people in the music industry.
Thompson says collaborating with
Generator gave him an immense
boost early in his career, pointing him
in the right direction and teaching
him about the industry. He says,
“It also gave me access to a lot of
contacts; it’s a really good organisation
for people starting out.”
Thompson is not alone; Generator
has helped many promoters, agents,
managers, labels, publishers and

ARTIST SUPPORT

THE BIZ
artists develop and grow in business.
It provides financial and digital
training sessions, masterclasses,
advice clinics and, crucially for young
performers, artist development
packages.
This includes a free 12-week course
aimed at helping artists aged 18 to 24
kickstart a music career.
The course provides industry
mentors and training in all aspects
of the music business including
songwriting, producing, mixing
and recording. Generator also helps
young people get to grips with venues
and recording studios and build the
relevant skills to get out there and
start working straight after the course.
Thompson, who has toured with
Jools Holland and Gabrielle Aplin,
believes that without the help of
Generator he may have struggled to
get to where he is today.
“When I started out I met with
the guys at Generator who offered
invaluable advice on a wide range
of things - from workshops on
songwriting to advice on the
navigating the industry itself,” he says.

LONDON - RJ THOMPSON

“It’s a huge thing for a new artist to
be able to be mentored about the ins
and outs of the industry.”
In more recent years the agency
provided Thompson, who recently
released a new single London,
with useful advice on funding
opportunities.
He is particularly passionate about
creative funding, and concerned
about the impact of austerity on the
arts.
“It [cuts to funding] has been
rjthompsonmusic.com

highlighted on the news a lot recently.
It means less money for the arts,
theatres and small venues, and
crucially it means less money for
schools to develop the next breed of
artists.
“I truly believe that the arts are
the centre of our society and one of
the few things that genuinely brings
people together; it is essential that
we have a government that doesn't
neglect it.”
Thompson, who is in his 30s, has
been writing songs since he was 15
and takes inspiration from the likes
of Bruce Springsteen and Bob Dylan,
both of whom use their music to
tackle social injustice.
He says: “They were never the best
singers, but they had their style and
knew how to get their message across.
I just like being creative, whether
that's with melodies, lyrics, or even
other things like artwork design or
videos."
Thompson is currently finishing
his new album and will then return to
touring.
generator.org.uk

RJ THOMPSON
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A problem shared is a problem halved, right? Here
we put one singing-related question to three experts.

mental complications associated with
singing, only for them to be unravelled
by a singer’s emotional issues. I believe
the problem of not wanting to open one’s
mouth falls into this latter category.
Without claiming to be therapists,
we need to understand the root of the
problem. Why don’t they want to open
their mouth? Do they hate their teeth?
A1: And I thought this was only a
problem in Australia where we're worried Do they think it looks ugly? Do they
about flies zooming into our mouths. In feel they lose control over the sound?
Are they a natural “mumbler” or a shy
all seriousness, I’d first want to establish
individual? Or have they been told that
that it is not related to jaw joint tension.
they look ugly or ridiculous when they
The singer should be able to open their
mouth at least 35cm. Ask them to insert open their mouth?
Ask your student how far they
two knuckles or vertical fingers between
their teeth; if they can’t, then this might be think they need to open their mouth
the root cause. In this case the first step is when singing. Singers often have a
misconception about this – it may not
muscle tension release.
be as much as they think. Also ask your
Beyond that I might introduce the
student to watch some videos of their
YAY exercise where the singer has to
favourite singers to see how much they
bounce the jaw with each “YAY” on an
open their mouths. You can also get them
octave arpeggio or triad. Ask the singer
to say the words of a song slowly, so they
to watch their mouth in the mirror as
they do this so they can see that they’re
not really opening their mouth as far as it
feels.
You could also try the Annie Morrison
Bone Prop or get the singer to insert two
fingers vertically between their teeth as
they sing. They’re going to want to get
away from this exercise as quickly as
possible, and simply opening the mouth
will seem much less embarrassing! – Line
Hilton, Vocal Coach and iSing founder

Q: What advice do you have
to help a vocalist who feels
embarrassed about opening
their mouth while singing? I
am a singing teacher and have
come across this problem with
many of my students – Jane,
USA

A2: As I’m sure you’re aware, singing
is a physical, mental and emotional
past-time. Often coaches spend hours
correcting many of the physical and
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can feel the annunciation of every syllable
and demonstrate how all the parts of the
mouth interact to produce our voice.
– Ian Davidson, Vocal Coach & BAST
Trainer
A3: In order for them to get used to the
feeling I would use exercises with a vowel
and consonant combination that would
require the mouth to open. Something
like a 'BOH' or 'MUM'.
Another strategy I use is to draw a
diagram or show a picture of the vocal
tract and how closed it would be in the
mouth space if they don't open it. This
area is second formant dominant and
singing this way means they are not
putting the vocal tract acoustics to their
best use, essentially it means working
harder for less sound. – Kaya Herstad
Carney Vocal Coach & BAST Trainer

Got a singing related struggle?
CLICK HERE to get advice.

Internet Connection Required
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GEARING UP

GEAR

How to set up the
PERFECT SHOT
In Part Two of her series on
video production, Yulia Hauer
explains three key principles
behind creating eye-pleasing
video content.

V

ideo content is an amazing
way for vocalists to reach
their audience. As I said in
Issue 18 of iSing, if you’re
not using video, you’re missing a
trick. Today’s online platforms can’t
get enough of moving images. Here
are three ways to help you create the
perfect shot
Set the scene
“Mise en scène” is a term often
used in theatre or cinematography.
Intimidating as this French phrase
might be, it translates as “placing on
stage” or “putting in the scene” and
refers to the set, props, costumes,
make-up and anything else that might
be seen in a shot. In film, it is more
broadly applied to include lighting,
colouring and effects used in a scene.
Treat your location as a film set. If
that location happens to be your living
room, have a good think about the
backdrop and the angle from which
you’ll be filming. Consider which
items will make great props and
which items you’ll need to put outside
while filming.
The keyboard or guitar you’ve got
lying around might enhance the scene
you’re trying to set, but distracting

GEAR

GEARING UP

SETTING THE SHOT
personal items will need to be
moved so they don’t detract from the
professional image you’re aiming for.
You should also consider
your wardrobe and make-up before
shooting.
Bright ideas
Once your scene is set, think about
lighting. This will probably have the
biggest impact on the quality of your
footage. Remember, the biggest light
source in the world – the sun – is
available to you free of charge. Ask
yourself; will you have access to natural
light when you are filming? Natural
light is influenced by time, weather and
location, so consider all these factors.
If there are no natural light sources
in your filming location, use whatever
lighting you have available. When I
first began making videos at home, my
budget was so limited that I used an
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Ikea lamp propped up against a chair.
DIY is your friend. If you don’t have a
budget, use your creativity.
Whichever light sources you
choose, it’s worth understanding the
most fundamental lighting method:
the Three Point Lighting Technique.
A simple but versatile method
used in all kinds of visual media, this

technique utilises three lights called
the key light, fill light and backlight.
As the name suggests, you will need
three light sources to fully employ the
method, but the principle still applies
if you have only one or two lights
available, in which case you should
prioritise having a key light, using your
second light as either the backlight or

3 POINT LIGHTING

GEAR

GEARING UP

The biggest
light source in
the world, the
sun, is available
to you free of
charge
the fill light. The key light will be the
main light source, so use the strongest
light available for this job.
It is placed to the side of the camera/
subject and will cover most of the
subject’s face, leaving some shadow on
the other side.
The fill light is the secondary light
and will be placed on the opposite side
of the camera, filling in with light the
shadows left by the key light. This light
is usually less powerful than the key
light.
The backlight (also known as rim
light or hair light) is placed behind
the subject and creates depth by
highlighting its silhouette.

YULIA HAUER

RULE OF THIRDS

Whilst it doesn’t shine light directly
onto the subject, it helps create a
three-dimensional look, separating the
subject from the background.
Frame it
Once you’ve set your scene and
lighting, the next step is to set up the
camera to frame the shot.
Here, keep in mind the Rule of
Thirds, a fundamental guideline in
photography and composition.
The human eye is naturally drawn
to certain parts of an image and, when

Y

framing a shot, we can take advantage
of that to compose the image in a way
that is most attractive to the viewer.
Do this by drawing an imaginary
tic-tac-toe board across the image,
dividing it into nine equal squares.
The sections where the lines cross
are said to be the strongest focal points,
while the lines themselves are the
second strongest focal points.
Once you’re happy with your scene,
your lighting and the framing of your
shot, you’re all ready to hit that record
button.

ulia Hauer is an Austrian-American
video and music producer living in the
UK. Having worked in the music industry
for the past ten years she started her own
video production company Wyld Films in
2017.
yuliavideographer
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iSing’s founder and editor LINE
HILTON is a self-confessed
tech geek. Here are her five
favourite iPhone apps.

1. Headspace (subscription)
This app is a life saver for me. With
so much to plan and do for iSing
and other projects I’m involved in
I find it increasingly important to
take mental “time out”. I’m currently
working through Headspace’s 30-day
Focus programme to help my brain
stay on track - and it works. It has,

for example, helped me stay focused
while writing this article; I haven’t
stopped once to look at social media
or check my emails.
The app has hundreds of themed
sessions, from one-off SOS specials
to 30-day courses for dealing with
sleep issues, stress, anxiety and
anger. It also offers themes to boost
happiness, creativity or motivation.
Try it for free. If you then purchase
a subscription, Headspace will
donate, via a charity partner, a free
subscription to a person with mental
health or addiction issues.
headspace.com

Internet connection required
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2. Duolingo (Free)
I’m
considering
moving to
Barcelona in the
future so I’m
using Duolingo
to learn
Spanish. It’s
designed to feel
like a game but,
according to the
app’s makers,
is scientifically
proven to
be effective.
The app
currently lists
25 languages
(more are in
the pipeline)
ranging from
French and
Italian, to
Vietnamese
and Welsh.

TOP FIVE FAVE

GEARING UP
It caters for all levels and teaches
in small increments using themed
topics. It’s fun and varied; you can
learn through listening, speaking,
answering multiple choice questions,
matching pairs or translating. There
is an accompanying flash cards app
called Tinycards.
		 duolingo.com
Evernote
(Freemium)
I started iSing
by planning it
with Evernote.
This crossplatform app is
designed for note taking, organising
and archiving. You can type, record,
add images, add attachments, create
check lists, search and share.
evernote.com
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Citymapper
(Free)
Save time
when travelling
in different
cities around the world by using
Citymapper to find the quickest and
simplest way to get around. I love the
fact it gives you a bunch of different
transport options, and prices. I also
love how it tells you which carriage is
the best for exits at stations. The app
covers 39 major cities so far, and you
can vote for the next city you think
should be added. The Citymapper
folks have also just launched a free
bus service in London.
citymapper.com
5. Sleepcycle
Sleepcycle is an
alarm clock with
a difference; the
app tracks your
sleep patterns and
wakes you during
a light part of the cycle using a sound
of your choice. Since using this app as
my alarm waking up has been so much
more enjoyable. It records and collates
data on: time to bed, time in bed, heart
rate, wake-up mood, weather, daily
steps and snore time (mine is usually
zero I’ll have you know). You can also
add notes, like how much booze or
cheese you have consumed, so you can
see if external factors are impacting
your sleep quality - I’ve learnt alcohol
decreases my sleep quality by 33%.
I regularly use the Sleep Aid
setting. Due to my active mind (see
Headspace) I often find it racing when
I go to bed. The Sleep Aid can be set
to play a relaxing sound to lull you to
sleep. I tend to use either the ocean
waves or brown noise, turned down to

just audible. You can set it to time out
after 10 to 90 minutes.
The same
company
also has
a Power
Nap app
which is
useful for
dealing
with
jetlag.
You can
set the
app to
wake you
after 20,
45 or 120
minutes.
Once
again it
will wake
you at a
light part
of your
sleep
cycle.
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Listen to the latest music

Girl

TO THE FRONT
Running a regular music night has helped singer songwriter MIRI hone
her skills and learn about the industry. She explains to BRONWYN
BIDWELL the benefits of taking control.

L

ike most artists pursuing
a career in the notoriously
capricious music industry,
London-based MIRI has
had her fair share of ups and

downs.
She got her start in music as a
teenager when an A & R rep at an
indie label took a shine to her work.
The future looked bright until the
rep relocated to LA and the creative
relationship fizzled out. The episode
taught MIRI an important lesson.
“You learn that some things are
within your control and others aren’t,”
says the indie-soul-pop singer. “I’ve
had some great experiences, but I’ve
also been in situations where things
look promising and then it doesn’t go
anywhere. You can’t take it personally.”
MIRI, whose latest single Under My
Skin with rapper Cheekie Bugga has
received airplay on Radio 6 Music, has
coped with the industry’s unpredictable
nature by wrestling back control.
Alongside singer Rosered, she
produces, promotes and hosts
Blue Monday, a monthly music

GIGGING

LOOK LISTEN & FEEL

UNDER MY SKIN - MIRI AND CHEEKY BUGGA

night in north London. Now,
instead of waiting for the phone
to ring or grumbling about female
underrepresentation, MIRI sits firmly
in the driver’s seat.
The event began when a friend
decided to organise an LBQT night for
women to enjoy music in a supportive
environment. MIRI loved performing
at the first event so much, she offered
to help organise a second. Seven years
on, Blue Monday is going strong as a
monthly fixture at The Boogaloo in
Highgate.
“Our main aim is to create an
inclusive atmosphere where people
can enjoy and appreciate music. Male
and female musos can perform and
our audience is diverse,” she says.
MIRI and Rosered have also
collaborated with the Camden venue
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Green Note on Girls to the Front, a
series of sell-out events celebrating
women in music.
So, what skills do you need to run
your own music night?
MIRI says she has always been
organised and her love of structure
keeps each event on track. “Things like
timings are really important. If you
tell an artist they will be performing at
8pm and they don’t get on until 10pm,
it’s not great. I compere the nights too,
which is not something I ever thought
I would do, but it has given me a lot of
confidence and led to work compering
and performing at other music nights.”
Running her own music night has
affected her own music too: “I am
exposed to so many artists, I know
almost straight away what I like and
what isn't for me. Gigging has helped

me define my own sound and style.
I know how I want to present myself
and how I sound. I don’t want to
compromise.”
MIRI’s body of work includes an
album and three EPs including her
latest, Sound Vibrations.
Three of MIRI's songs also feature
in the film Fear Of Water which
screened at the International Women's
Film Festival in LA.

GET SOCIAL
with MIRI

MIRI’s tips for
organising your own
music night:
1. Understand the importance of structure. It’s okay to run
a tight ship.
2. Stick to timings. Everyone will appreciate it.
3. Be transparent and respectful. Tell artists what to
expect and be patient when they ask questions.
4. Don’t take things personally. It’s a business and
sometimes you will come across people who are hard to
work with.
5. Do the best you can and learn from your mistakes.

The
comeback
of
pop’s
T

he comeback trail is a
well-trodden path in the
music industry with anyone
who was ever somebody
attempting a career resurrection in
recent years.
Some have been innocuous
affairs (step forward, Steps), others
downright unnecessary (Boyzone,
25th anniversary tour, really?); but
one artist, Adam Ant, has made a
pretty good fist of returning to the
limelight.
Ant, aka Stuart Goddard, took his
eccentric camp pop show on the road
in 2017 selling out venues in the UK,
US, Australia and New Zealand. All
in all 75,000 people saw Anthems –
The Singles Tour.
With a crack five-piece band
featuring two drummers, Ant, sans
war paint, played all his charttopping singles as well as rare singles,
B sides and personal favourites.
It proved such a hit that he has
announced another show, his last of
the year, at the Roundhouse, London,
on 21 December.
The gig will cap off a resurgent 12

months for Ant
who enjoyed
cult status in
the eighties as a
flamboyant, piratical
pop Prince Charming.
But success took its toll and Ant
eventually burnt out; his mental
health, which had always been
fragile, deteriorated.
He spent the early noughties
battling (very publicly) bipolar
disorder.
In recent years his focus has
returned to music. And there is no
shortage of that; in his career Ant
has released 10 albums with sales
topping 40 million.
So what’s in store for the pop
maverick after his December
gig? Who knows, after all
anything can happen in the
music business, just ask Craig
David.
roundhouse.org.uk

Search is
on for indie
talent

E

ntries are now open for the
Unsigned Music Awards
(UMAs), the competition that
aims to discover and support
the UK’s most promising indie talent.
The UMAs are open to artists – solo
acts and bands – that are not signed to
a record deal.
The inaugural UMAs were held in
2016, with Elle Exxe and Broken Witt
Rebels taking
home

the top prizes. Since then the UMA
team have been working to make
the awards bigger and bolder and
have partnered up with Live Nation
Productions, global concert promoters
who will be filming the ceremony.
The awards show will take place at
the 4,000 capacity Brighton Centre
on 16 May, acting as the opening
ceremony to the city’s pivotal music
festival, The Great Escape.
“We are excited to
continue the
growth of the
Unsigned
Music

Awards as a platform to promote
unsigned, self-signed and otherwise
emerging artists, around the world,”
says Simon O’Kelly, CEO of UMA
Music Group and the UMAs.
“Opening Europe’s largest festival
for new music with an award
ceremony that recognises only new
music makes perfect sense and we
can’t think of a more suitable partner
to bring this vision to life, than Live
Nation.”
Rory Bett, CEO of Mama Festivals
and The Great Escape Festival, says:
“For the past 12 years The Great
Escape has led the way in supporting
upcoming talent, doing more than any
other festival to get new and emerging
bands onto the industry radar.
Bringing the UMAs to The Great
Escape is a perfect launch platform to
the 2018 festival and just another way
that we can continue to champion the
music talent of the future.”
Entry to the UMAs is by online
application. Nominees will be
selected by the UK’s leading
influencers, booking agencies,
promoters and festival partners.
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iSingDoYou

Many of iSing’s readers are passionate artists in their own right
creating music across all genres. Lots of performers submit their work
to iSing and here are five we think are worth a close listen.
If you would like to share your music with other iSing readers then
submit your music and details to www.isingmag.com select the tab
Be in iSing and fill in the form. Who knows you might be next to be
featured in #iSingDoYou, or maybe we’ll do a whole feature on you!

DAYS ARE DONE

T

here are no bells and whistles with Days Are Done;
just beautiful vocals, moving lyrics and a little bit of
acoustic guitar. The duo, made up of singer songwriter
Emmy Kay and TV and film composer Adam Lewis,
joined forces 18 months ago and have since clocked up
180 gigs including appearances at Glastonbury and on
Nashville radio station WSM. Despite their name, these
guys are only just beginning. Check out their single
Colours.
daysaredone.com

JESS & THE BANDITS

T

his rock-country quintet has just released
Kings of Summer, a catchy tune that
showcases the gritty, gospel-inspired vocals
of Texan frontwoman Jess Clemmons. The
song is the first single from the band’s new
album, Smoke and Mirrors, due for release in
September. Look out for Jess and the gang on
the festival circuit this summer.
jessandthebandits.com
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SHANNON K

S

he’s only 15 but Shannon K is already something of a
music industry veteran; she first performed on stage
at the age of four alongside her dad, Bollywood legend
Kumar Sanu. US-based Shannon has been releasing
her own music for a few years now. Her latest offering,
Perpetual, is a collection of upbeat pop tunes that show
she’s serious about following in papa’s showbiz footsteps.

shannonkmusic.com

OOBERFUSE

A

t first glance Ooberfuse comes across as a light, bright
pop duo making quirky, camp electronica. But delve
a little deeper and you find the band has a conscience too;
penning songs about Iraqi refugees, North Korean political
prisoners and the drugs war in the Philippines. Who says
pop can’t be political? The band’s new album, The Dark
Ones, is out now.

ooberfuse.com

THOMAS SPENCER

I

t took five years to complete The Journey, Thomas
Spencer’s newly-released aptly-titled opera/cross-over
album. The Trinity College of Music graduate worked with
his musician brother Oliver and Grammy Award-winning
producer Humberto Gatica on the album, a collection of
covers featuring songs by Sam Smith, Simon and Garfunkel
and, believe it or not, German industrial metal band
Rammstein.

thomasofficial.com
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